INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Today, various vector-free high throughput strategies dominate *de novo* genome sequencing projects, such as Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) ([@B1]--[@B4]), Third Generation Sequencing (TGS) ([@B5]), Dovetail Chicago ([@B6]) and Bionano Matrix ([@B7]). However, repetitive regions are frequently missing or mis-assembled, leading to fragmented and incomplete genomes ([@B8],[@B9]). This is particularly problematic because these poorly sequenced and assembled regions are hot spots for genetic and chromosomal variation that can cause phenotypic variation and diseases ([@B9]--[@B12]). Although expensive and cumbersome, BAC-by-BAC sequencing strategies can facilitate assembly of high-quality reference genomes, especially for genomes that are frequently used in functional studies ([@B13]--[@B16]). Furthermore, BAC libraries are essential tools for various genomic and genetic studies, including physical mapping ([@B17]), cytogenetic mapping ([@B18]), comparative genomic analysis ([@B19], [@B20]), targeted genome sequencing ([@B21]) and functional complementation experiments ([@B22]).

A major purpose of BAC libraries is to provide physically stable and amplifiable DNA fragments cloned in microbial hosts for further applications. In order to screen BAC libraries for a clone of interest, previous studies developed methods including probe hybridization and 4D-PCR ([@B23]). More recently, the whole genome profiling (WGP) technique provided a mean of mapping BAC clones utilizing NGS ([@B24]). In WGP, subsets of BAC clones are pooled in 2-dimensions and sequenced in parallel. Clone locations are then deconvoluted using unique genomic sequence in each clone as tags. However, in practice each pool can contain no more than 64 BAC clones because there are insufficient unique genomic sequence tags in a larger pool ([@B25],[@B26]). Hence, a more efficient physical clone mapping method is needed.

Another rate-limiting step in BAC application is extracting sequence information from BAC clones at a large scale ([@B27],[@B28]). To overcome a similar limitation of fosmid libraries, a high-throughput paired-end sequencing approach called Fosill (Fosmid libraries by Illumina) was recently developed ([@B29]) and has been used for the *de novo* assembly of several genomes ([@B30]--[@B34]). However, this strategy requires delicate DNA manipulation, and self-circularization via co-ligation of the two ends of the genomic inserts becomes much more difficult when long end sequences are desired. Furthermore, the short ends that are produced by Fosill are incompatible with emerging long-read high-throughput technology ([@B35]--[@B37]). Therefore, there is a need for a simpler and more general method for high-throughput paired-end sequencing of genomic libraries.

Oligo-based molecular indexes have been widely used in massively parallel sequencing ([@B37]--[@B42]). In addition to pre-defined indexes, random sequence barcodes are also used as tags in various functional genomics assays ([@B43],[@B44]). For example, labeling RNA molecules with 20-bp long random barcodes before amplification reduces noise and bias in RNA-seq ([@B45]). However, high-throughput random barcoding has not been used in sequencing vector-based libraries.

To provide a high-throughput approach for BAC paired-end sequencing and physical clone mapping, we developed a random barcode based BAC library system called pBACode. The core idea of pBACode is to introduce random sequences into BAC vectors so that each BAC clone has a pair of unique barcodes flanking its cloning site. With unique barcode pairs in every BAC clone, we can obtain long and accurate sequences of BAC paired-ends and locate clones in a BAC library in high-throughput. We validated the accuracy and efficiency of pBACode by profiling a BAC library of the budding yeast *S. cerevisiae*. We then used pBACode to construct a BAC library for Japanese flounder *Paralichthys olivaceus*, whose genome had not previously been sequenced. We obtained paired-end sequences from 95.4% of the BAC clones. This data enabled a high quality assembly of the flounder genome, with a scaffold N50 length of 10.5 Mb and 90% coverage. In addition, we were able to assign 90.2% of BAC clones to unique positions in plates. This physical clone map enabled targeted BAC clone sequencing to investigate chromosome rearrangements in genes related to flatfish traits.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

PCR reaction conditions and primer sequences are listed in [Supplementary Data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Construction of pBACode-1 vectors based on pcc2FOS {#SEC2-1}
--------------------------------------------------

PCR primers contained 20-nt of random sequence flanked by cloning sites at the 5΄ ends and sequence complementary to the pcc2FOS vector at the 3΄ ends. PCR products were NheI digested, self-ligated and transformed into *Escherichia coli* strain EPI300 (Epicentre) using electroporation (Bio-Rad). Transformants were cultured on LB plates containing 12.5 μg/ml chloramphenicol over night before counting. The clones were washed off plates into liquid LB, pooled together, and stored at −80°C with glycerol.

Construction of pBACode-2 vectors {#SEC2-2}
---------------------------------

PCR primers to generate the first intermediate vector contained I-SceI sites and ClaI sites. The PCR product was *Cla*I digested, self-ligated and propagated in *E. coli* DH5α.

To generate the second intermediate vector, two *NsiI* sites were first introduced into pcc2FOS by overlapping PCR and subcloning. Next, a *kan^R^* fragment was amplified from pHis-2 (Clontech) using primers containing a HindIII site, and then subcloned into the NsiI-pcc2FOS at the HindIII site. The *LacZ-kan^R^-LacZ* fragment of the intermediate vector was PCR amplified using primers containing 20-nt of random sequence and an NheI site or ClaI site. The PCR product was NheI and ClaI digested, subcloned into the first intermediate vector, and then transformed into *E. coli* strain EPI300 (Epicentre) using electroporation (Bio-Rad). Transformants were cultured on LB plates with 50 μg/ml kanamycin and 12.5 ug/ml chloramphenicol over night before counting and collecting.

BAC library construction {#SEC2-3}
------------------------

BAC libraries were constructed as described previously ([@B46]). Genomic DNA from yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* strain S288C and the flounder *Paralichthys olivaceus* double-haploid strain 3165 was extracted from liquid culture and blood cells, respectively. Yeast protoplasts and flounder cells were evenly embedded into a gel plug of low melting temperature agarose. The gel plug was then treated with proteinase K for 48 h and partially digested by endonuclease HindIII at a concentration of 20 U/ml for 10 min at 37°C. Products were separated by pulsed-field gel electrophoresis and DNA fragments from 120 to 300 kb were purified. Either pBACode-1 or pBACode-2 vectors were digested by HindIII and dephosphorylated. The linear vectors were then ligated with the genomic fragments. The ligation product was transformed into *E. coli* strain DH10 (Life technologies) using electroporation and pooled and cultured on LB plates with chloramphenicol. Clones were picked into 384-well plates, cultured and stored at -80°C.

BAC end sequencing and local assembly {#SEC2-4}
-------------------------------------

BAC clones were cultured in 96-well plates before mixing and DNA extraction. After digestion with NotI for pBACode-1 or I-sceI for pBACode-2, BAC DNA was sheared into 1 kb fragments by ultra-sonication (Covaris S220/E220), end-repaired (NEB end repair module), and circularized by T4 DNA ligase (NEB) at 1 ng/ul DNA. The circularized DNA was used as a template for inverse PCR amplification of BAC ends. The 3΄ ends of the PCR primers are complementary to the vector backbone while the 5΄ ends contain Illumina adapter sequences. PCR products were Illumina sequenced.

We extracted barcodes and genomic sequences from read pairs using in-house Perl scripts. Genomic sequences were then grouped according to their barcodes. Sequencing errors in barcodes were removed as described in the next section except that only one mismatch was allowed. BAC end sequences with same barcode were assembled into preliminary contigs using PHRAP ([@B47],[@B48]). The preliminary contigs were aligned by raw reads using bowtie2 ([@B49]) to identify errors and low coverage regions, which were corrected and trimmed, respectively. Barcodes identified on more than one BAC end were detected using SEED ([@B50]). If \>90% reads of the barcode belonged to one BAC end, the other BAC ends containing the barcode were discarded as contamination. Otherwise, these barcodes were considered non-unique in the BAC library and ignored in subsequent analyses. The BAC end contigs were aligned to the reference genome or genome assembly using bowtie2 ([@B49]).

Barcode pair sequencing {#SEC2-5}
-----------------------

BAC libraries derived from pBACode-1 and pBACode-2 were digested by *Hind*III and *Nsi*I, respectively, and then circularized to co-ligate barcode pairs. Barcode pairs in the circular DNA were PCR amplified with Illumina-compatible primers and sequenced on an Illumina Hiseq using 2 × 101 bp and 2 × 125 bp mode for pBACode-1-derived and pBACode-2 derived libraries, respectively. Read pairs were merged by FLASH ([@B51]) and then analyzed with custom Perl scripts. First, the sequence of vector backbone was trimmed to extract barcode pairs. Identical barcode pairs were clustered and their reads were counted. To remove sequencing errors, raw barcode pairs were compared to each other. If two barcode pairs differed by no more than two mismatches and their read counts differed by no less than 10-fold, these mismatches were considered as sequencing errors and corrected. If the read count of a hybrid read pair was no more than tenth of either of its parent pairs, it was removed while keeping parent barcode pairs. Otherwise, all three barcode pairs were considered ambiguous and discarded.

BAC library high dimensional pooling, barcode sequencing and deconvolution {#SEC2-6}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

For the *S. cerevisiae* BAC library, 1536 clones were inoculated in sixteen 96-well plates with 1.2 ml LB and 12.5 μg/ml chloramphenicol in each well. Bacteria were cultured for 48 h at 37 °C before 3D pooling (by plates, by columns, and by rows) using a liquid handling platform (Tecan Freedom EVO300).

The BAC library of the flounder *P. olivaceus* was cultured in 984 96-well plates and pooled in five-dimensions (by rows, by columns, by plates with same last digits, by plates with same second to last digits, and by plates with same third to last digits).

The left barcodes were PCR amplified using Illumina-compatible primers and sequenced. Every barcode was assigned to a specific location in a BAC library according to the intersection of pools in all dimensions where it occurred. Barcodes were discarded unless these criteria were satisfied: (a) A barcode must present \>5% of the average sequencing depth in each pool; and (b) if a barcode occurred in multiple pools from same dimension, the reads in the most enriched pool (the putatively correct one) must represent at least two thirds of the reads from this barcode in all pools from that dimension.

Genome pre-assembly using shotgun libraries and 3-kb jumping libraries {#SEC2-7}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Yeast genomic DNA was sheared to around 220 bp fragments and then sequenced using 2 × 125 bp mode on an Illumina Hiseq, yielding 8.6 M reads. A 3 kb mate-pair library was constructed and sequenced on an Illumina Hiseq, yielding 1.2 M reads. These reads were preassembled using SOAPdenovo2 ([@B52]).

Flounder genomic DNA from blood cells was sheared to around 220 bp fragments and then sequenced using 2 × 125 bp mode on an Illumina Hiseq, yielding 482.6 M reads. A 3 kb mate-pair library was constructed and sequenced by Illumina Hiseq, yielding 261.0 M reads. These reads were preassembled using ALLPATHS-LG ([@B53]).

Assembly correction {#SEC2-8}
-------------------

BAC-PE sequences were aligned to a draft scaffold using Bowtie2 ([@B49]). The draft can be either a pre-assembly derived from only shotgun libraries and 3-kb jumping libraries, or an intermediate assembly into which information from BAC-PEs has been incorporated to some degree. For simplicity, we use term 'scaffold' in its broad sense to refer to both a supercontig from a pre-assembly without BAC-PEs and a scaffold from an intermediate or final assembly with BAC-PEs. Based on the alignment result, we categorized BAC clones. Concordant BAC: those whose two ends aligned to same scaffold with opposite orientation and the inter sequence less than 300 kb. Discordant BAC: those whose two ends aligned to same scaffold with un-opposite orientation or inter sequence longer than 300 kb, or two ends aligned to different scaffolds with the sum of sequence spanned by BAC longer than 300 kb. The pair of scaffolds linked by a discordant BACs was designated as incompatible. Undefined BAC: those whose two ends aligned to different scaffolds with the sum of sequence spanned by BAC less than 300 kb. Concordant BACs were used to build tiling paths along each scaffold. If a pair of incompatible scaffolds were linked by multiple discordant BACs and at least two discordant BACs' ends were more than 30 kb apart in both scaffolds, we looked for the tiling paths spanned by these discordant BACs and closest to these BACs' ends. The regions between these tiling paths and the discordant BACs' ends were considered to be mis-assembly spots and deleted.

Computational pipeline for the Japanese flounder genome assembly {#SEC2-9}
----------------------------------------------------------------

### *de novo* assembly {#SEC2-9-1}

SSPACE ([@B54]) was used for first round of BAC-PE-based scaffolding under default parameters. BAC-PE sequences were aligned to the pre-assembly to detect and split mis-assembled scaffolds as described above. Next, we wrote a Perl script to identify BACs that unambiguously connected two scaffolds, assuming 300 kb as the maximum size of their inserts. If multiple BACs supported the same scaffold pairing and at least two BACs' ends were more than 30 kb apart in both scaffolds, they were considered high fidelity and used by SSPACE to generate the final version of *de novo* assembly.

### Reference-guided merging {#SEC2-9-2}

Synteny blocks were generated by comparing the *de novo* assembly with the tongue sole genome using MUMmer ([@B55]) using parameter --l 10 --c 100. If two neighbor collinear blocks were connected by a BAC and the fragments spanned by the BAC were no more than 300 kb, this BAC was considered collinear. In addition, we wrote Perl scripts to identify chains of BACs that were connected by no more than three intermediate scaffolds that were not homologous to anywhere in the sole genome. If the two ends of a chain fell into two neighbor synteny blocks, they were also considered as collinear BACs. Our perl scripts merged scaffolds connected by collinear BACs to generate new synteny blocks. However, scaffolds bearing genetic markers of different flounder linkage groups were not merged. Every new synteny block was compared to the tongue sole genome using MUMmer ([@B55]). If there were contigs around the merging sites that were not collinear in the tongue sole genome, they were reordered to satisfy collinearity.

Synteny analysis {#SEC2-10}
----------------

The flounder genome assembly was aligned to the stickleback genome using MUMmer ([@B55]) using parameter --l 10 --c 100 before removing multiple alignments. Alignments with the same orientations and neighbor positions in both genomes were merged into synteny blocks. Synteny blocks between the flounder and tongue sole genomes were generated in the same manner. Synteny blocks between all three of these genomes were generated by intersecting the flounder-stickleback synteny blocks with the flounder-sole ones.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

Barcoded BAC cloning vector pools {#SEC3-1}
---------------------------------

We constructed two sets of randomly barcoded BAC cloning vectors, pBACode-1 and pBACode-2 respectively, by modifying the conventional BAC vector pcc2FOS ([@B56]) so that its cloning site is flanked by a pair of 20-bp random sequences (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In pBACode-1, we added random barcodes directly by PCR amplification using primers carrying random sequences (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This should generate up to 4^20^ uniquely barcoded BAC vectors. However, one caveat of this strategy is that random barcodes can introduce stop codons into the *LacZ* gene. As a result, 64% clones (62 out of 97 in our pilot experiment) carrying our empty pBACode-1 pool were white on X-gal plates. This leads to false positives in the subsequent blue/white screening during BAC library construction. Indeed, about 10.9% clones were empty vectors in our yeast BAC library generated using pBACode-1.

![Construction of pBACode cloning vectors. (**A**) A pBACode-1 pool is generated by PCR amplification using pcc2FOS as a template. The 3΄ ends of primers are complementary to the vector sequences flanking the cloning sites so that the whole pcc2FOS vector except for its cloning sites is amplified. The 5΄ ends of the primers carry the cloning sites followed by 20-bp random sequences. (**B**) A pBACode-2 pool is generated by a combination of PCR amplification and subcloning. First, an intermediate vector is constructed based on pcc2FOS such that its *lacZ* sequence is replaced by an I-SceI site. The second intermediate vector is constructed by inserting the *kan^R^* selection gene marker into the cloning site of pcc2FOS, and then the *lacZ-kan^R^-lacZ* segment is amplified using primers containing random barcodes. The resulting PCR product is subcloned into the first intermediate vector. Kanamycin selection is used to eliminate no-insert vectors.](gkw1261fig1){#F1}

To eliminate this problem, pBACode-2 vectors were constructed by adding random barcodes outside of *lacZ* (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Generating pBACode-2 required subcloning (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), which may limit the number of random barcodes or introduce uneven distribution of different barcodes. To determine the extent of this issue, we sequenced the barcode pairs in our pBACode-2 pool and found that it contained 6 million unique barcode pairs. *in silico* simulation showed that the number and distribution of random barcodes in our pool vastly surpassed the requirements of generating a large BAC library. For example, a BAC library of 100,000 clones derived from the pBACode-2 pool is expected to have fewer than 3% clones with non-unique barcodes ([Supplementary Data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This prediction was supported by our pBACode-2-derived flounder BAC library, in which only 3082 out of 94 464 clones (3.3%) had non-unique barcode pairs.

Another potential caveat of the PCR-based barcoding strategy is that it could generate multiple vectors with same barcode on one side, which we call 1:*N* paired barcodes. Our pBACode-2 pool was generated by PCR amplification of 30 cycles using primers with random barcodes, so a barcode on one side could pair with up to 29 different barcodes on the other side. Indeed, 22.3% of our pBACode-2 vector pool of 6 × 10^6^ clones are 1:*N* paired barcodes. Nevertheless, the size of a BAC library usually is much smaller than that of our pBACode-2 vector pool so that fraction of 1:*N* paired barcodes in the BAC library will decrease correspondingly. For example, our flounder BAC library had 94 464 clones, only 0.3% of which had 1:*N* paired barcodes.

BAC paired-end sequencing and physical clone mapping using the pBACode system {#SEC3-2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

BAC ends and their linked barcodes are sequenced using an inverse PCR strategy to avoid sequencing the whole BAC plasmid (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Mixed BAC clones are digested with a restriction enzyme in the vector backbone outside the barcode and then randomly sheared into ∼1 kb fragments. After self-circularization, inverse PCR is used to amplify the BAC ends with their barcodes and the PCR products are sequenced in bulk (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). As this process generates multiple reads per BAC end, reads carrying the same barcodes can be assembled to generate BAC end contigs (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This produces longer, more accurate sequences for genome assembly than are possible using single Illumina reads.

![Barcoding enables high-throughput profiling of a BAC Library. (**A**) The method to generate long and accurate BAC end sequences is illustrated using multiple copies of one side of a single BAC plasmid. Black thick lines represent the pBACode backbone while purple lines indicate the genomic insert. Deeper purple fragments are closer to the end of genomic insert. Different colored blocks represent different barcodes. (**B**) Barcode pair sequencing. Genomic inserts are removed and the empty vectors are self-circularized to co-ligate barcode pairs. This brings barcodes close enough together that an Illumina read can cover both barcodes. After the barcode, pairs are sequenced, the ends of the genomic inserts in each BAC clone are paired according to their barcoded ends. (**C**) Physical clone mapping. BAC clones in 96-well plates are pooled in multiple dimensions (by row, by column, and by plate, or by various combinations of plates). After BAC DNA is extracted from each pool, the barcodes are PCR amplified using primers with indexed Illumina adapters and sequenced. Each BAC clone is assigned to a specific location in the BAC library after deconvolution of their barcodes from the pooled sequences. These procedures are applicable to both pBACode-1- and pBACode-2-based genomic libraries.](gkw1261fig2){#F2}

One can pair BAC end contigs by sequencing barcode pairs in empty pBACode vectors (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). To accomplish this, genomic inserts are removed and the vector backbones are circularized by self-ligation. As intramolecular ligation is far more likely than intermolecular ligation, the probability of incorrect pairing is low. To validate this approach, we sequenced the barcode pairs of the flounder BAC library after insert removal and self-circularization. 4.32 M barcode pairs were detected, much more than the number of BAC clones (94 464) (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). However, 97.6% of these barcode pairs were supported by only one or two reads and differed from other barcode pairs by no more than two nucleotides, suggesting that they may be the result of sequencing errors ([Supplementary Data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition, some low abundance pairs shared one of their barcodes with another pair ([Supplementary Data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting that they may be the product of intermolecular ligation. After computationally correcting or discarding these two classes of barcode pairs, we obtained 90 156 high-confidence barcode pairs (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). There was no discrepancy between these barcode pairs and those identified by sequencing the pBACode-2 pool before BAC library construction, demonstrating the high accuracy of our barcode-pair sequencing strategy.

###### Summary of barcode pairs and barcode-based physical clone mapping

                                                         Yeast *S. cerevisiae*   Flounder *P. olivaceus*
  ------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------- -------------------------
  Barcode pair seuqencing   Clean reads^a^ (million)     1.5                     30
                            Raw barcode pairs            52 243                  4 315 007
                            Consolidated barcode pairs   1381 (89.9%)            90 156 (95.4%)
  Physical clone mapping    Pooling dimension            3                       5
                            Pools                        36                      50
                            Clones per pool              96--128                 7872--11 808
                            Clean reads^a^ (million)     0.78                    55
                            Located BAC clones^b^        1324 (86.2%)            85 173 (90.2%)
                            Tested clones                12                      42
                            Validated clones             12                      42

^a^Reads with QC \> 20 were selected and their vector parts were trimmed.

^b^Clones whose barcodes mapped to unique location in the BAC library by deconvolution.

After BAC-end sequencing, the relationship between barcodes and genomic sequences is established. Therefore, barcodes can be used as markers of their linked genomic sequences for physical clone mapping. In another words, instead of sequencing genomic sequences after multiple-dimensional clone pooling, one can determine the location of each clone in the BAC library by sequencing the barcodes (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Profiling a yeast BAC library as a proof of principle {#SEC3-3}
-----------------------------------------------------

To test our method, we construct a BAC library of budding yeast *S. cerevisiae* using pBACode-1. The BAC library is composed of 1,536 clones (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). We extracted BAC plasmids in bulk and sequenced the BAC ends using 2 × 301 bp mode on an Illumina Miseq (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Aligning filtered raw reads to the reference yeast genome revealed that there were 2.3 sequencing errors on average per read (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Next, reads were classified as coming from the left or right end according to their vector backbone sequences and then grouped according to their barcodes. After local assembly of reads with the same barcode sequence, we generated 2728 BAC end contigs that were 738 bp in length on average (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). 96% BAC end contigs had no mismatch to the reference yeast genome (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

![Characterization of BAC-ends from the yeast BAC library. (**A**) The distribution of sequencing errors in filtered raw reads and BAC-end contigs, respectively. BAC-end contigs were derived from local assembly using 0.45 M reads encompassing 1373 barcodes for the left ends, and 0.45 M reads encompassing 1387 barcodes for the right ends. (**B**) The length distribution of the BAC-end contigs. (**C**) Barcode detection coverage. Left and right barcodes were sequenced with their linked BAC ends using our BAC-end sequencing protocol (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Barcode pairs were detected using our barcode pair sequencing protocol (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). (**D**) The length distribution of genomic fragments spanned by unambiguous and correct paired BAC-end sequences. (**E**) Categorization of yeast BAC paired-ends. A BAC clone was considered undetected if either barcode was missing after BAC-end sequencing. A BAC clone was considered unambiguous and correct if its ends were aligned to two unique genomic loci spanning \<300 kb apart in convergent orientation. An incorrect BAC clone is one whose paired-ends aligned to unique genome loci but on different chromosomes, or not in the convergent orientation on same chromosome, or more than 300 kb apart on same chromosome.](gkw1261fig3){#F3}

We next generated co-ligated barcode pairs by insert removal and self-circularization (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Barcode pairs from empty vectors were PCR amplified and Illumina sequenced, yielding 1.5M filtered reads. After correcting and discarding erroneous barcode pairs as described above ([Supplementary Data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), we obtained 1381 barcode pairs (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This represents 89.9% of BAC clones (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The barcodes of 1318 of these pairs were detected by both left and right BAC-end sequencing (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In 1239 (80.7%) of these BAC clones, both ends unambiguously aligned to unique loci 144.4 kb apart on average in the yeast reference genome (Figure [3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, [E](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). For 79 clones, at least one end mapped to a repetitive region longer than the BAC end contig and could not be assigned to any unique genomic locus (Figure [3E](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Just four clones mapped incorrectly to the reference genome (Figure [3E](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Using these paired BAC ends, we *de novo* assembled a chromosome-scale draft with no errors ([Supplementary Data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The yeast BAC library was cultured in sixteen 96-well plates and pooled in three dimensions by rows (192 clones per pool), columns (128 clones per pool) and plates (96 clones per pool). In total, there were 8 row pools, 12 column pools and 16 plate pools (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). We extracted BAC plasmids from each pool and amplified their barcodes in parallel using Illumina-compatible PCR primers with Illumina indexes. PCR products were sequenced in 2 × 125 bp mode on an Illumina Hiseq, yielding 0.78 M reads in total, or about 100× depth per pool on average.

Physical coordinates of each clone were deconvoluted according to which row pool, column pool, and plate pool its barcode was detected in (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). 86.2% of BAC clones were assigned to unique locations in the library. These BAC clones covered 90.1% of the yeast reference genome. To verify the accuracy of our physical clone map, we Sanger sequenced 12 clones from the BAC library. All of them contained the expected barcodes and genomic inserts (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).

We used our physical clone map to investigate the cause of the four 'wrong' clones, which the two ends aligned to different chromosomes or distant loci of same chromosome (Figure [3E](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) ([Supplementary Data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Surprisingly, our physical clone map showed that these four clones were located in only two wells. For example, there were two different BAC clones in well 4I14 that represented inter-chromosomal chimeras between Chr. IX and Chr. XI ([Supplementary Data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The ends of the two different BACs were \<300 kb apart and in convergent orientation either on Chr. IX or on Chr. XI ([Supplementary Data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A similar situation was observed in well 1N10 ([Supplementary Data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A plausible explanation is that a chimeric BAC resulted from a 4-piece ligation during the BAC library construction ([Supplementary Data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Supporting this explanation, a single bacteria clone from well 4I14 contained barcodes from two vectors ([Supplementary Data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

*de novo* assembly of flounder genome {#SEC3-4}
-------------------------------------

Next, we applied the pBACode-2 system to the *de novo* assembly of large genome that had not yet been sequenced. We constructed a BAC library of 94 464 clones using pBACode-2 (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) of the Japanese flounder *P. olivaceus*, whose genome size was estimated to be around 700 Mb ([@B57]). The pre-assembly of the flounder genome, which was derived from shotgun libraries and 3-kb jumping libraries, had an N50 scaffold length of 256 kb. Paired-end sequencing of the pBACode-2 library (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) gave rise to 76 877 BAC paired-ends that aligned to unique loci in the pre-assembly, including 31 810 intra-scaffold and 45 067 inter-scaffold ones. To detect and correct pre-assembly errors, we used the intra-scaffold BAC paired-ends to generate 851 minimal tiling paths and the inter-scaffold ones to discover 71 incompatible scaffold pairs (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). For each incompatible scaffold pair, we located and split its mis-assembly based on the positions of discordant BAC paired-ends and tiling paths (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Scaffolding the corrected pre-assembly by SSPACE ([@B54]) using the BAC paired-ends gave rise to an assembly composed of 10 099 scaffolds with an N50 length of 1.51 Mb. When we aligned the BAC paired-ends back to the assembly, we found that SSPACE failed to utilize 27.5% of the unique BAC paired-ends. The fraction of unused BAC paired-ends was much higher than the usual rate of chimeric clones in a BAC library ([@B58]--[@B60]), suggesting that incorporating them into the assembly could significantly improve scaffolding. To accomplish this, we developed a computation pipeline to select and utilize high fidelity BAC paired-ends (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), resulting in an assembly with a scaffold N50 length of 3.17 Mb (genome size 618.7 Mb with 96.9 Mb Ns), more than a 10-fold improvement over the pre-assembly. Finally, using the tongue sole *Cynoglossus semilaevis* genome as a reference ([@B61]), we achieved an N50 length of 10.54 Mb (genome size 644.1 Mb with 122.3 Mb Ns) by reference-guided assembly (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The size of the final assembly is 639 Mb, covering 90% of the 700 Mb flounder genome ([@B57]).

![Improvement of genome assembly using BAC paired-ends (BAC-PE). Only BAC-PEs that aligned to unique loci in the pre-assembly are used. (**A**) BAC-PE-based mis-assembly correction. An example of a mis-assembly, defined by discordant BAC ends and tiling paths (see method) of a flounder scaffold in the pre-assembly. We deleted the mis-assembly site to split the scaffold. BAC names represent their location in plates, revealed by physical clone mapping. MTP: minimal tiling paths. Red arcs represent BAC clones whose paired ends are discordant. (**B**) The computation pipeline. First, the pre-assembly scaffolds were assembled using all unique BAC-PEs by SSPACE. From the unused BAC-PEs, we identified high-fidelity BAC-PEs when multiple BAC-PEs supported a scaffold pair and there were at least two BACs with ends more than certain distance (30 kb for the flounder assembly) apart in both scaffolds. After assembly using the high-fidelity BAC-PEs, low-fidelity BAC-PEs and related genome information were used for reference guided merging to generate the final assembly.](gkw1261fig4){#F4}

Physical clone mapping the flounder BAC library and targeted sequencing {#SEC3-5}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

We used the barcode-based method described above to locate the physical location of all flounder BAC clones in the library. The 94 464 clones were pooled in five dimensions so that just 50 pools were needed in total. Each pool had 7872--11 808 clones. After sequencing the barcodes and deconvolution, we assigned 90.2% of BAC clones to unique physical locations in the library (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), spanning 94.9% of the assembly. The physical clone map enabled targeted characterization of genes associated with the flatfish-specific left-right asymmetry trait and sex-determination.

Flatfish are a monophyletic group (Order *Pleuronectiformes*) characterized by their left-right asymmetric adult body morphology. They share a common ancestor with the left-right symmetric three-spine stickleback (*Gasterosteus aculeatus*) ∼170--220 million years ago ([@B61]). *myod2* has been reported to be bilaterally asymmetrically expressed during metamorphosis of flatfish (Schreiber 2013). Flounder *myod2* is located on a short scaffold, and its promoter is missing in our assembly (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Nevertheless, *myod2* was spanned by 19 BAC clones (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), all of which were assigned unique locations in the physical clone map. We randomly selected two clones and sequenced them. The sequence of these BAC clones showed that the upstream region of flounder *myod2* was different from that of the three-spine stickleback and the tongue sole. Instead, at least 80 kb upstream region is composed of tandem repeats (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) ([Supplementary Data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Most repeats have no HindIII sites, explaining why all 19 BAC clones have the same left end (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![BAC-assisted comparative analysis. (**A**) *myod2* upstream regions in the three fish species. The region of tandem repeats in the flounder genome was not fully assembled. Instead, its size and arrangement is based on restriction mapping. (**B**) Chromosomal regions around *dmrt1* in the three species. The exact site of the insertion upstream of the sole *dmrt1* is unknown. Genome fragments and scaffolds are drawn to scale unless specified. Genes are drawn without introns and the tapered sides represent their 3΄ ends. Dashed lines link orthologous genes.](gkw1261fig5){#F5}

Next, we examined a sex-determination gene. Japanese flounder and three-spine stickleback use an XY sex determination system ([@B62], [@B63]). On the other hand, the sex chromosomes of the tongue sole are ZW ([@B61]). *dmrt1* is a sex-determination gene in the tongue sole ([@B61]), but it is not linked to sex either in the three-spine stickleback ([@B63]) or in the Japanese flounder ([Supplementary Data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). One possibility is that a gain-of-function mutation occurred in the tongue sole *dmrt1* after it diverged from flounder. Indeed, we observed that synteny was disrupted upstream of the *dmrt1* gene between the tongue sole and the Japanese flounder (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). However, there was a gap in the flounder assembly between *dmrt1* and its upstream genes (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). To clarify the region around *dmrt1*, we sequenced six BAC clones surrounding *dmrt1* from the library, all of which were correctly located by our physical clone map. After gap filling, we compared the syntenic region around *dmrt1* between the Japanese flounder and the tongue sole and observed a 1.5 Mb extra segment in the intergenic region upstream of *dmrt1* in tongue sole (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Future research could investigate the function of this extra segment in terms of *dmrt1* expression regulation and sex determination in the tongue sole.

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

This paper describes pBACode, a method that incorporates random barcode pairs into BAC vectors to make BAC paired-end sequencing compatible with high-throughput sequencing. Barcodes also serve as tags for the genomic sequence of each BAC clone, enabling efficient physical clone mapping. The precision of our method was validated by a pBACode-1-based yeast BAC library. Using the pBACode-2 BAC library, we generated a high continuity genome assembly for Japanese flounder (*P. olivaceus)*. The pBACode-2-mediated physical clone map allowed targeted sequencing to reveal complex genomic structural variations associated with important flatfish traits. The pBACode system is easy to implement, robust to sequencing errors, and compatible with all high-throughput sequencing platforms, including long read but error-prone TGS. It markedly improved the utility of BAC libraries and could also be directly adapted to fosmid libraries. One potential limitation of the pBACode-2 system is the number of barcodes in a pool of random-sequence-tagged cloning vectors. In this study, we generated a pool of six million of unique barcode pairs, sufficient complexity for a BAC library of 10^5^ clones such that only 3.3% of clones had non-unique barcode pairs in our flounder library. Nevertheless, based on the level of complexity we observed in our library of 6 million barcode pairs, there could be more than a 10% duplication rate in a library of half a million clones. One solution is to construct a large pool of cloning vectors with hundreds of millions of unique barcode pairs. Alternatively, one could generate a large genomic library composed of multiple sub-library of 10^5^ clones, and then perform the paired-end sequencing and physical clone mapping by sub-libraries. Finally, one could generate a large library using the pBACode-1 system, which does not require subcloning to construct the cloning vectors and allows an effectively unlimited number of unique random sequence barcodes.

Compared to another high-throughput genomic library end sequencing approach Fosill ([@B29]), pBACode enables generating long and accurate BAC end contigs. Because it is free from the constraint of co-ligating BAC ends, single end sequencing can be conducted in diverse ways to fit various purposes and sequencing platforms. In this paper, we employed inverse PCR to enrich BAC ends and add adapters for Illumina sequencing. Using Illumina mate-pair sequencing, we can sequence a BAC end that is up to 800 bp long. BAC end sequencing of pBACode libraries should be compatible with other sequencing platforms, i.e., PacBio RS II and MinION. The sample preparation for these methods may be even simpler than for Illumina, because single molecule sequencing platforms do not require enrichment and amplification of BAC ends. Long and accurate BAC end sequences will greatly improve the utility of BAC libraries for assembling large and complex genomes.

Our pBACode-based physical clone mapping approach requires a single PCR amplification for each BAC plasmid pool and is much simpler than High Information Content Fingerprinting (HICF) ([@B64]) and WGP ([@B24]). This simplicity reduces costs and cross-contamination among pools. As a result, no errors have yet been detected in our location assignments. Furthermore, identifying clones using unique barcodes enabled higher-throughput physical clone mapping. A physical clone mapping pool from our flounder library contained up to 11 808 BAC clones, two orders of magnitude greater than what is possible using WGP ([@B25], [@B26]). For example, mapping clones in a 384-well plate requires 16 pools using WGP methodology ([@B26]). Therefore, profiling our flounder BAC library of 94 464 clones (246 384-well plates) would have required 3936 pools. In contrast, our pBACode-based physical clone mapping required only 50 pools. However, the WGP methodology ([@B24]) does have some significant advantages over our method. WGP can assign about thirty tags to each BAC clone ([@B25],[@B26]) while our pBACode strategy can only provide information on BAC ends. More importantly, WGP can process BAC libraries derived from any cloning vectors, while our method requires pBACode-based vectors and will not work with existing libraries. Nevertheless, pBACode adds a useful option to the genomics toolbox.

In summary, high-throughput barcoding enhanced the two most important functions of BAC libraries: paired-end sequencing and physical clone mapping. Its simplicity, high fidelity and compatibility with diverse sequencing and experimental platforms make genomic libraries of arrayed clones an appealing tool for both genomic and genetic studies, especially for those that need cloned pieces of DNA to refine the assembly or for functional experiments. We envision that a pBACode-based genomic library can greatly assist vector-free methodologies in creating high quality *de novo* assemblies of large and complex genomes, and facilitate the use of these reference genomes for subsequent functional studies.
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